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This English translation is for information purposes only. The original German text is the legally 
binding version. 

 

Oral Exam »__________________________________« as oral remote exam, according to  

§ 4 of the Rahmensatzung zur Regelung von Auswirkungen der Corona-Pandemie auf 

Studium und Lehre (basic regulations for managing the effects of the corona virus 

pandemic on studying and academic affairs) and its 2nd amendment (MdU 09/2021), 

on ___________________;  

Statement of participation in the exam and consent to online transmission using the video 

and web conference provider ________________________ 

1. I will take the oral exam off university campus at my own request using the aforementioned 

video and web conference provider, which uses video and audio transmission. I am familiar with 

the aforementioned video and web conference provider. 

2. I will hold a piece of official photo ID (e.g. ID card, passport, driver's licence, thoska) up to the 

camera before the exam begins in order to identify myself. 

3. During the exam, I will position the camera and microphone so that I can easily be seen and 

heard by the examiner(s) throughout the entire exam. 

4. I will chose an appropriate environment to take the exam where my rights will not be infringed 

upon beyond a reasonable or acceptable extent by the necessary communication measures. 

5. I will ensure that there are no third party disturbances during the exam and that the rights of 

third parties are not infringed upon. 

6. I am responsible for procuring the necessary technical equipment for the online exam (e.g. 

computer). This includes a reliable and continuous power supply and internet connection for 

this equipment during the exam at my own expense. 

7. I am responsible for adjusting device settings so that no disturbances can occur and data 

protection is ensured. I will close or deactivate any unnecessary programmes. 

8. There will be no audio and/or video recording of the online exam. 

9. The use of the aforementioned video and web conferencing provider is subject to the terms of 

use, data usage, and data protection guidelines of the Bauhaus-Universität Weimar. This must 

be verified when registering for the online service.  

10. I am aware that my participation in the video and web conference is voluntary and that I may 

withdraw my consent at any time prior to the start of the oral remote exam without providing 

justification and without penalty. This also applies to the storage of any personal details that I 

may have voluntarily provided during the video and web conference. 

 

 

Ort, Datum / Place, Date      Unterschrift/Signature 


